
 

Amazon South Africa launch: A world of opportunity for
brands, but expertise is key

The much-anticipated launch of Amazon South Africa was announced last week, and it has sparked excitement and
anticipation among brands looking to expand their reach in the South African market. Amazon's announcement signals a
groundbreaking opportunity, but not all brands are guaranteed success in this complex environment. RT7 Digital, a leading
South African-based Amazon specialist marketing agency with over a decade of experience in helping brands excel on
Amazon in the UK, EU, and USA, emphasises the need for a strategic approach and expert guidance.

While the launch of Amazon South Africa holds enormous potential, it's crucial
for brands to recognise that navigating the world of Amazon can be
challenging, requiring a vast amount of expertise and capital. Those brands
who will succeed initially will be the medium to large brands who can hire
experts (in-house or agency) and invest to ensure best positioning.

Some of the key considerations when signing up for Amazon South Africa include:

These are just a few of the initial considerations that brands must consider when embarking on their Amazon South Africa
journey. Once registered, optimising content is another complex phase that requires in-depth research and expertise. The
road to success on Amazon is paved with intricate knowledge and a well-thought-out strategy.

RT7 Digital recommends that brands follow the guidance of experts in the field, continually expand their knowledge, and
take advantage of resources to maximise their Amazon South Africa potential. Register with RT7 Digital by our website to
receive more information on how to excel on Amazon South Africa and make the most of this remarkable opportunity.
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One account policy: It's essential not to register more than one account to avoid potential complications and ensure
adherence to Amazon's terms of service.

Brand registry: Brand registration is vital. However, it can be a complex process, particularly for resellers of
international brands. The correct paperwork and strategy are necessary for success.

Seller vs. vendor: Brands may need to decide between the Seller and Vendor programmes. Understanding the
implications and benefits of each is crucial.

Brand ownership: Resellers must carefully consider the brand ownership issue and the potential consequences it
may have on their Amazon journey.

Pricing strategy: Setting the right price is essential for controlling the buy-box, a critical aspect of success on
Amazon.
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Russell Ball - Managing director

About RT7 Digital:

RT7 Digital is a South African-based, award nominated Amazon specialist marketing agency with over a decade of
experience in helping brands succeed on Amazon in various international markets, including the UK, EU, and the USA.
They offer expertise, strategies, and solutions to assist brands in navigating the complexities of the e-commerce landscape
and achieving their Amazon goals with over 40 Amazon account experts based in Cape Town. For more information, visit
www.rt7digital.com
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